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Sophomore Isaac Davis, junior Kadia Grant and senior Jordan Huntley hold signs representing their thoughts on black history. In February, the Black
Student Association and the Student Association discussed racial misconceptions and black history for Black History Month.

Students share stories as ‘walking black history’
SAVANNA DISTEFANO
editor-in-chief
HANNAH HITCHCOX
editorial asst.
During the month of February, the Student Association (SA) presented a video
series in chapel featuring students in the
Black Student Association (BSA) for Black
History Month. On Feb. 9, BSA members
organized a chapel program featuring their
experiences as minority students. In April,
the BSA plans to host a panel discussing
diversity and inclusion on college campuses
in relation to different racial and ethnic
communities.
BSA secretary, sophomore Isaac Davis,
helped organize and present chapel on
Feb. 9 and said he hoped to make black
history a personal subject for Harding’s
student body, which has an undergraduate
population of approximately 4 percent black
students, according to the National Center
for Education Statistics.
Davis, who is two generations removed
from sharecropping, said black history is
usually perceived as referring to events that
happened long ago, but that Harding students
are still affected by racial discrimination
from years past. During chapel, the BSA

students referred to themselves as “Walking
black history.”
“We hear our parents tell us, ‘We want
you to be something more than us,’ and so
much more so for my grandfather and for
my mother who grew up poor,” Davis said.
“Now that opportunities are open, doors
are open, I can be something that my mom
couldn’t be, that my grandfather couldn’t be.”
Davis was raised by a single mother who
earned her GED and served in the military,
then later earned a master’s degree. Davis, a
Bible and preaching major, said he will be the
first in his family to earn both a high school
diploma and a college degree. He plans to
work in a church as a counselor.
“My grandfather — my mother — couldn’t
do this because of things that were holding
them back from these opportunities,” Davis
said. “Something that inspires me to this
day: it wasn’t that long ago that my mother
couldn’t do things because of the position of
my grandfather … this stuff has been brought
to my life now.”
After the BSA black history chapel, Davis
said he received mixed responses — from
appreciation to anger — but overall positive
comments.
“Every single individual experiences the
world in a different way, and that’s also the

case with groups,” Davis said. “I believe black
Americans experience America different than
most Americans do.”
One of the BSA students who spoke in
chapel was junior Kadia Grant, who is among
the first generation in her family to attend
a predominantly white college. While her
family expected her to attend a historically
black college, Grant chose Harding.

Now that opportunities are
open, doors are open, I
can be something that my
mom couldn’t be, that my
grandfather couldn’t be.
- Sophomore Isaac Davis
BSA secretary
“You are more aware that you are the only
person of color in the classroom, which is not
necessarily a sad thing, but it kind of opens
your eyes a little bit,” Grant said. “We’re not
treated badly at all, (but) you do get uncomfortable sometimes when you start talking
about black history in your history classes,
and you kind of feel like all the eyes are on
you because they want your perspective.”
Her grandmother was the first and youngest of 12 children to attend college — the
daughter of a black family who served a

white family.
“It’s empowering to hear how (family
members) fought for us even before we were
alive,” Grant said. “They fought to make
sure before they even knew us that we’d be
better off in the future than they were, (that
we would) have the opportunities that they
didn’t have. … You just want to make them
proud of what we have today.”
Both Grant’s mother and grandmother
attended historically black colleges, a result
of Grant’s great-grandfather, who was the
first black man to own a business in his city,
according to Grant.
“He would get treated so bad, but he just
prevailed to make sure he had something
that was officially his, because growing
up
.
they’re always told that they are owned by
the white people, or they don’t have anything
that belonged to them, but he made sure that
this was something that was his — it was
black owned,” Grant said. “It was his and his
family’s and it was passed down.”
Growing up, Grant would listen to her
grandmother tell stories of her great-grandfather and their family when her grandmother
was young. They were stories of criticism,
racism and triumph.
SEE BLACK HISTORY, PAGE 3B

Austin serial bomber identified GAC pool closes
ANNA LITTLE
news editor
SAVANNA DISTEFANO
editor-in-chief

Six explosive devices detonated in the Austin and San
Antonio areas this month, killing two people and injuring
four. The serial bomber, later identified as Mark Anthony
Conditt, died after allegedly detonating a device in his car
in a hotel parking lot located in Round Rock, Texas, as
police approached the vehicle, according to Dallas News.
Harding Senior Advancement Officer Ken Bissell, a
previous resident of Round Rock, was in the Austin area
visiting alumni and potential donors when he learned the
bomber was found less than a quarter-mile from his hotel.
Bissell said he was sleeping in his hotel off Interstate 35
when he was awakened by sirens around 3:30 a.m. Wednesday
morning. Thinking it was a normal event, Bissell rolled back
to sleep until he was awakened again and later learned that
the suspected bomber had been found.
“It’s a little surreal (to be that close),” Bissell said. “Certainly, when something like that happens in close proximity,
if you know about it, you’re alarmed … I didn’t know what
was happening until after it had taken place, so I wasn’t
frightened by it, but I was shocked to find out that it was
right there.”
The bombs were casually packaged, causing uncertainty
for city residents, according to the Houston Public Media.
Five of the six explosives were reported as homemade, the
work of what Austin police are calling a ‘serial bomber.’
Senior Jenna Cruz, a lifelong resident of Austin, said that
her family is worried for their safety.
“My immediate family all live in the Austin area, and I
do think we’re all a little on edge now,” Cruz said. “We joke
about how you just can’t go out and do things anymore, but
there is a really sad truth to that.”

Bissell said he was aware of the bombings before his visit
to Austin, but did not understand the influence the events
had for the residents.
“Most of my conversations had centered around the
situation regarding the bomber,” Bissell said. “I met with
one person in Austin, one person in Round Rock and none
of the bombings took place in their neighborhoods or in
their general area, but there was a lot of fear. … That’s when
I became aware of how much impact it was having on the
community, and today, after the fact having to talk to some
people, I realize again how impactful it was.”
The Austin Police Department worked with federal law
enforcement to track the suspect’s activities, ultimately using
receipts and surveillance footage to locate him, according to
the Texas Tribune. Texas Gov. Greg Abbott announced the
news on March 21 and congratulated the law enforcement
involved on excellent work.
Despite the bombings, Cruz said she always felt safe
growing up in the Austin area.
“It is very strange to have these bombings, since they are
so uncharacteristic from what I know. There has never been
anything of this nature before,” Cruz said.
Senior Shannon McCurdy, an Austin native whose family
recently moved to Dallas, said she often felt safe enough in
the city to walk alone at night.
“It was an amazing city to grow up in, with so many
great things to do and places to explore. I have always felt
very safe in the city,” McCurdy said. “Now, I am worried
for my friends. A lot of them live and work downtown and
in the surrounding suburb.”
According to a statement made by the Austin Police
Department on Wednesday afternoon, authorities say they
are fairly certain that no other explosive devices remain
in the public, though they encouraged civilians to remain
cautious of unmarked or suspicious packages. The investigation remains open.
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The Ganus Athletic Center pool closed on
March 1 after a portion of the ceiling caved in.
Maintenance is expected to last until mid-April.
According to J.D. Yingling, associate professor
of kinesiology, the original roof was constructed
in 1976 and needed to be replaced as a whole
for safety. Aquatic classes have been moved to
the Searcy Swim Center.
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TRUMP

DATE
NEWS FROM
THE WHITE HOUSE
Graphic by SAWYER HITE

ANNA CARR
student writer
Though in office for just over a year,
the Trump administration has had the
highest staff turnover rate of his four most
recent predecessors’ in their first two years
in office. According to a study completed
by the Brookings Institution, 43 percent
of top-level positions have seen turnover.
Most recently, the resignation of former
White House Communications Director
Hope Hicks and firings of former FBI
Deputy Director Andrew McCabe and
former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson left
important positions unfilled.

Senior Public Administration major Luke
Helms was the Arkansas millennial director
and worked on the leadership team for Ted
Cruz two years ago in Washington, D.C.
Helms said he believes that Trump’s turnover
rate is much higher than it should be, but is
still impressed by the administration.
“Although I think the rate is too high and
needs to slow down, I am a proponent of
the most capable and suitable candidate for a
job, and at times, the candidate that fills the
position becomes incompetent and must be
removed,” Helms said. “I must admit that I
have been more impressed with President
Trump’s administration than I expected
when he was elected.”

Senior Josiah Abney, a member of the
Young Democrats organization on campus,
said President Trump is using these formerly
high-level positions as pawns to push an
agenda that only widens the divide in America.
“I think what’s left of his administration
is a mess,” Abney said. “There’s very little
actual political experience left on his
team, which is to be expected when you’re
simultaneously draining the swamp as well
as making America great again. Most of the
advisors are just friends of Trump or family
members, indicative of a president who cares
more about being right than challenged.
Junior history major and president of
Harding’s College Republicans organization

Nathan Wagner said he believes Trump’s
attitude toward his staff is a strength of his
leadership style.
“He’s a man who doesn’t put up with
people not getting the job done to his
standards,” Wagner said. “I think the media
has twisted his firings to make it look like
he has no control over the White House,
when in reality he has complete control.
President Trump has these people fired for
a reason. I think his current administration
is doing a fantastic job so far.”
Only time will tell if the somewhat
revolving door in the White House will
have any effect on his administration for
the next three years and the next election.

least the next six months. Dr. Donny Lee,
one of the current elders of the church,
said the building is not the most important
aspect of a church congregation.
“This will not be ‘our’ building, but we
are grateful to have a place to meet for the
time being,” Lee said. “We will continue
to pray and search for what God wants
to provide for us to meet in and grow.
We understand we need a place to meet,
but our focus is on people, not buildings.”
The congregation previously met at
the ReMax Advantage building on Beebe
Capps Expressway. This is where Michalie
Brown, a recent Harding alumna and social
media coordinator for Admissions, was
first introduced to the new congregation.
“The first time I went, they were very
welcoming,” Brown said. “They all knew
my name, and I received text messages and
emails from them thanking me for visiting.
It was really encouraging to feel seen at a
church, because I think sometimes when
you go to churches in Searcy, they assume
that you do not want to get involved since
you’re still in college.”
The group may be meeting at a different
location, but Lee said he wants to make
sure the church’s message and mission

Living Way Church of Christ began meeting at the Willow Wind Event Center
on March 18, after moving from the Re/Max building on Beebe Capps
Expressway. It will continue to meet every Sunday.
we intend to do: ‘Love God, love each
does not change.
“We are focused on a vision of reaching other, love our neighbors.’”
The Living Way Church of Christ will
the western part of Searcy and millennials,
in particular, for Christ,” Lee said. “Our continue to meet at Willow Wind, an event
vision captures who we are in a brief center, at 3353 W. Highway 36 at 10 a.m.
statement: We are a community of God’s for Sunday worship.
For more information about the church’s
people motivated by grace to share Jesus
with our neighbors. Our mission is what origin, visit https://thelink.harding.edu.

Living Way Church of Christ begins new location
JACOB BROYLES
student writer

In October, The Bison published the
The Generation of Change series regarding millenials in the church and the most
recent Searcy church plant, Living Way
Church of Christ.
The church plant began meeting in
November for services at the Re/Max
building on Beebe Capps Expressway.
They moved to a new temporary location
on Sunday, March 18 at the Willow Wind
Event Center.
The building is a “south-western style”
house located on the west side of Searcy.
Andrew Diles, a current member of the
church, said he is excited and thankful for
the church’s new opportunity.
“We’re extremely thankful for the new
meeting place,” Diles said. “We have been
looking for a building because we were
about to outgrow our original location.
We prayed specifically for a new meeting
place and asked others to join us in that
prayer. God answered our prayers and has
already blessed our group immensely.”
The owners will be leasing the building
to the group on Sunday mornings for at

EMILY GRIFFIN| The Bison

U.S. House passes school security funding bill
NORA JOHNSON
staff reporter

The U.S. House of Representatives passed the
first measure regarding school safety since the
shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School that took place on Feb. 14. According to
Time, the vote regarding the Student, Teachers
and Officers Preventing (STOP) School Violence
Act on March 14 was an almost unanimous with
407 in favor and 10 against.
The bill was introduced by Republican Rep.
John Rutherford of Florida before the shooting
in Parkland occurred. The bill authorizes grants
administered by the Department of Justice for
initiatives that enhance school safety, such as
schools in the U.S.
threat assessment systems, employee training
and technological improvements within school
over
buildings.
students and teachers
Dr. Shawn Fisher, assistant professor of
history and ROTC liaison, said that while
at least
the bill is a step towards protecting vulnerable
toward school safety
environments, it is inadequate.
“There are 132,000 schools in the U.S. housing
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY

Breaking
down the
STOP bill

132,000+

62 million

$50 million

some 62 million students and teachers,” Fisher
said. “If each school received 1 million dollars,
the program would cost well over a $130 billion.”
The bill states that a minimum of $50 million
will be allotted toward school safety each year.
Based on Fisher’s calculations, this amounts
to only $5,000 per school in America over the
next nine years.
“The cost of security is staggering,” Fisher
said. “Protecting schools must be done, but it
will be expensive.”
Junior Kayley Ross grew up in Florida and
said she does not think the bill is the best
solution. However, she said she is glad action
is being taken.
“I know a lot of schools in Florida are just
huge schools, so that doesn’t seem like enough
money for that amount of students,” Ross said.
James Simmons, Harding Academy superintendent and vice president, said he believes
the bill addresses some issues related to school
safety, but is not a total resolution.
“If somebody wants to get in a school and
they have a gun, they’re going to get into that

school,” Simmons said. “If they have a will and a
strong want to in that will, they’re probably going
to make it happen, even if we don’t want it to.”
Simmons said Harding Academy is working
to maximize school safety to minimize more
incidents like Parkland and its predecessors.
However, because Harding Academy is a private school, Arkansas legislation will not allow
it to receive any funds from the act, according
to Simmons.
“I appreciate efforts that they’re putting forth
to discuss the issue … but I honestly don’t think
this is the heart of what we’ve got to do,” Simmons said. “I think they’re hitting at the edges
of things that will slow it down.”
The bill is currently awaiting consideration in
the Senate. From there, it will travel to the White
House. On March 14, Trump endorsed the bill
on Twitter and is expected to sign it into law.
“There have been so many school shootings
in other states,” Ross said. “Florida was not
the first one, so I’m surprised that no one has
done anything like it, but I’m glad that they are
doing something.”

State | Medical Marijuana Blocked

On Wednesday, Pulaski County Circuit Judge Wendell Griffen blocked the
state’s decision to issue its first license to grow medical marijuana, according
the U.S. World and News Report. The judge ruled that the process to grant
permits was unconstitutional.

National | Youtube Enters Gun Debate

Youtube will ban videos that promote or link to website selling firearms
and accessories, as well as bump stocks. Youtube will also prohibit videos
explaining how to assemble firearms, according to Bloomberg.

International | Another Putin Presidency

On March 18, Vladimir Putin won the Russian presidency with 77 percent
favorable votes. This marks his fifth term as president, previously holding
office from 2000 to 2008, and then from 2012 to the now.
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Just keep driving
features
editor
raianne mason

I

am an avid GPS user. I’d like to say
it’s because I think GPS is convenient, but really, for me, the GPS is
necessary. I am what my parents call
“directionally challenged.” This means
that sometimes I get turned around
in my own town. I used to tell people
that I can get to the important places:
school, church and grandma’s house,
but now those places are over 800 miles
away. So when I moved to Searcy, that
little voice telling me step-by-step
instructions on where to go became
a life saver.
The problem is, sometimes my GPS
doesn’t actually know the best way to
go. Sometimes, by no fault of her own,
she takes me to a road that is closed,
nonexistent or under construction. This
puts my directionally disoriented brain
into a tizzy. Where do I go? What am
I supposed to do when Beebe Capps
is under construction and I have to
get to Tropical Smoothie?
The answer is just to keep driving.

My best friends, Kaylin and Emily, and I took a road trip this spring
break. We went to five national parks,
drove over 4,000 miles and took lots of
pictures with Dr. McLarty’s photo on
a stick. While we were on this “quest
out West,” we followed our trusty
GPS. However, there was one night
that she failed us.
We were driving in the beautiful
state of Utah — seriously, Utah is the
most beautiful state I’ve ever been
to — heading to the condo we had
booked for the night. Everything was
great. We were even going to get in
at a decent time, but then we turned
onto the final road. We made it about
100 feet before realizing the entrance
to the mountain pass was sealed shut
by about 10 feet of snow. We learned
later that this road had been closed
since November.
At first I thought, “No big deal, the
GPS will reroute us.” Then I realized
we were on a mountain, in the middle
of nowhere, in Utah, where there was
absolutely no service. Luckily, I had
Kaylin and Emily. They kept me from
having a mental breakdown and crying,
which is usually what happens when
I get lost. We decided to just keep
driving. We ended up in a little town
where our service returned and we were
able to call the condo for directions.

In the end, we got to where we were
going. It just took an hour and a half
longer than expected. What this made
me realize is that my reliance on my
GPS to get me everywhere in life is
not always realistic. As a senior, I am
trying to map out the rest of my life,
or at least the immediate future, and I
don’t get a GPS. There is no little voice
giving me step-by-step instructions
on which job to apply to, or how to
answer tough interview questions.
Oftentimes, I think we turn to
God to be this GPS for us, expecting
him to whisper, “take this job now” or
“that job is a dead end.” And as much
as my GPS-loving heart wishes that
were how it worked, I know that it is
not. I can’t rely on everything to be
mapped out for me. What I have to
remember is that I know my intended
destination, and I know that if I get
too lost, I can call on the ultimate
roadside assistance. But the journey is
part of the adventure, and sometimes
you have to throw your GPS out the
window and just keep driving.

RAIANNE MASON is the features
editor for The Bison. She may be
contacted at rmason4@harding.edu.

‘Where are all the rom-coms?’
guest
writer
claire maxwell

F

rom 1990 to 2015, 209 romantic
comedies were released. Two
hundred and nine. And the list I
found didn’t include all the movies
I would count as romantic comedies.
From 2015 to now, less than 10
romantic comedies have been made
in the U.S. The year 2016 saw zero
rom-com movies made in America.
Many say the early 2000s were the
rom-com’s years in the spotlight —
but why? Hollywood was pumping
out an average of almost eight a year,
with a record 18 in both ‘08 and ‘09.
On March 17, model Chrissy Teigen
tweeted, “Where are all the rom coms?
there is a shortage of rom coms and
thus a shortage of my happiness,”
which made me wonder: where have
these beloved films gone? Why are
some of America’s most treasured
movies now almost extinct, forcing
movie-lovers to watch and rewatch
old favorites every year? What would
it take to bring back these movies we
cherish so much?
So, what killed the rom-com
industry? Is it the cliches of the
big-city career woman giving up her
dreams for a man (see: “Sweet Home
Alabama,” or “The Proposal”)? Or the
characters who continually make the
wrong choice and aren’t that likeable,
but still get the guy (or girl) in the
end (see: “The Notebook”)? Possibly.
The light jokes, pleasing visuals,
occasional teary moments and ultimate
happy ending is appealing. Sure,
some of the content is a little goofy,
and maybe even frustrating, but I
believe that viewers secretly crave
this ridiculousness: it’s a leap from

real life, a time when your inner sap
can escape and feel certain things that
life doesn’t provide. But that was then.
A major contributor to this downfall
could be that people connect on a
different level than they used to.
Teens and young adults communicate
through social media or apps like
Tinder. Yet the movies produced with
such themes seem overly cheesy or
just absurd. What do we want then?
A big reason for the decline could
very well be that the storylines became
tired in later years, taking predictable
themes from previous hits and replaying
them with different actors. The modern
rom-com watcher is desperate for a
clever, witty flick with an all-star cast
like in the past.
Romantic comedies used to
have big name actors like Matthew
McConaughey, Jennifer Aniston and
Anne Hathaway. They practically
boosted their careers. The “Princess
Diaries” franchise actually kick-started
Hathaway’s career, followed by “Ella
Enchanted” (2004) and “The Devil
Wears Prada” (2006). Without the
old classic rom-com, we wouldn’t
have the likes of Anne Hathaway,
who now acts in mostly high-budget
dramas. Today, such actors wouldn’t
be caught in these films because of
their recent stigma. What used to be
cool isn’t cutting it anymore.
Films like “How to Lose a Guy
in 10 Days” (2003) and “Bride Wars”
(2009) hold a dear place in my heart.
They are feel-good movies, they don’t
depress me at the end they don’t require
much thought afterward. I can sit
and enjoy. I get sentimental when I
watch “13 Going on 30” (2004) and
“A Cinderella Story” (2004) because
they take me back to simpler times,
when it was easy to love this type of
film, whereas the Oscar-winners and
indie films of today make you feel a
certain pressure to like a controversial
or statement movie. And there
definitely is a place in my heart for

those movies. Maybe what American
viewers want is authenticity.
In ‘98 and ‘99, there were three
romantic comedies among the top 20
highest-grossing in the box office. In
recent years, rom-coms haven’t even
made the top 100. Then, the U.S.
was the only money-maker for such
movies, whereas starting in 2013, the
market is almost entirely in China.
The most recent rom-com produced
was “The Big Sick” (2017), it was the
only of its kind in 2017 and grossed
over $35 million in the box office. It
was even nominated for an Academy
Award for Best Original Screenplay.
Taking “The Big Sick” into account,
I believe there isn’t reason for the death
of the genre. This film gives me hope
for the future of the rom-com. Many
of the great rom-coms of America’s
past were fantastic — they were truly
beacons in many childhoods. To
revamp this industry, it would take
A-list actors and actresses to return
to the rom-com screen for films that
are actually unique. It would take a
clever writer to create the kind of
movie no one has seen before, fresh
ideas and real plots that are genuine
and reflect the modern age. It would
take the crafting of characters who
represent the modern woman: powerful,
independent; not as inherently built
on female insecurity. Maybe, it would
take the idea that not everything in
film has to be portrayed as a perfect
love story, because in reality, everyone
knows that life is much more messy,
unpredictable and full of unknowns.

BRAVER
THAN YOU
BELIEVE
jaisa hogue

T

It’s never too late

here are six more weeks left of this semester. I
counted. Six more weeks until my junior year of
college is officially over and I’m one year from graduating.
I’ve written before about how scary it is to know that
the future is coming so fast. I don’t know for sure what
I’m doing after graduation, and I fear every day that
this career I’ve chosen isn’t going to pan out for me.
I think most college students would agree that
impending graduation is a scary concept. I like to think
I’m not alone in asking myself questions about my
future that scare me. What if I can’t get a job? What
if I’m no good at this or, even worse, what if I hate it?
I saw a quote from Suz y Kassem on a poster
somewhere on campus that said, “Doubt kills more
dreams than failure ever will.” I had been thinking
about those questions when I read that quote and it
kind of made me feel guilty for doubting my dreams.
I wondered how many things I have talked myself out
of doing because I doubted my abilities or was afraid
things wouldn’t work out. On the other hand, I thought
about the times I tried something that didn’t work out
right. Honestly, those experiences gave me some good
stories. At least I could say that I tried, that I learned.
My dad just graduated with his master’s degree at 46
years old. I know that he has worked in construction, as
a truck driver, an EMT and as a computer programmer
— those are just the jobs I remember him talking about.
He has so many stories from his life. Things haven’t
always worked out for him, but he always seemed to
figure something out. And now he has his master’s and
is looking for something new.
Being at his graduation reminded me of something
F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote about how it’s never too late
to be whoever you want to be. He continued on to say,
“I hope you live a life you’re proud of, and if you find
you’re not, I hope you have the courage to start over.”
That’s probably the best reassurance for me. With
only six more weeks and a whole lot of doubts, it’s nice
to be reminded that there’s always time for me to start
over. The average life span for someone in the U.S. is
78 years old. I’ve only used 20 of those years, so that
leaves plenty for me to recalculate, theoretically.
Looking at my dad’s life and the lives of others in
my family, I have also learned that it’s important to
work for the things you want. I remember one time in
particular that I spent a good 20 minutes whining to my
aunt about some class award that I didn’t win. She just
looked at me and said, “If you’re not going to work for
it then you don’t get to complain about not having it.”
I know that sounds harsh, but she was completely
right. If I really wanted that, I should have worked for it.
If I want this degree to work out for me, then I need
to be willing to work hard for it. After changing my
major from journalism to social work, I wrote a list of all
the reasons that was a good decision. Now, I read that
list whenever I need a reminder of what I’m working
for. I read it when I’m tired of all the assignments or
overwhelmed to the point of wanting to quit.
W hen you ask yourself those questions about
whether or not things are going to go in your favor
after graduation, remind yourself why you chose this
career for yourself. Why do you want this?
I think it’s also good to remind yourself that if it
ultimately just doesn’t work out, it’s OK. It’s never too
late to start over.
JAISA HOGUE is the opinions editor for The Bison.
She may be contacted at jhogue@harding.edu.
Twitter: JaisaDanielle
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CLAIRE MAXWELL is a guest writer
for The Bison. She may be contacted
at cmaxwell2@harding.edu.
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Sharing his story

M

usa rolled up to me while I was walking
with a friend to our temporary apartment in downtown Jinja, Uganda. He was a
young man, probably in his 20s or early 30s,
and performed a few tricks in his wheelchair
to get our attention. He asked what we were
doing in Jinja and who we were.
I thought he was going to ask us for money.
Instead, he asked for our time.
We were late to dinner and would have
to meet another time, we told him. We told
him where to find us, the Source Cafe, just
a few blocks away. I did not actually expect
him to show up, but he did.
We found an empty table on the coffee shop
patio. Musa hopped out of his wheelchair and
with his bent, weak knees he waddled to the
nearest chair and climbed up to sit with us.
He handed me a worn, black leather journal.
He called it his story.
I read the first few pages. He had written about living with polio as a child in a
poverty-stricken village in Uganda. Musa
said his mother abandoned him, leaving his
grandmother to carry him to school every
day. Because of this, he was able to complete
high school and now educates others about
raising children with disabilities.
I began reading his story aloud, two fellow
interns sitting with us. He was born in a village
in Uganda, and when he was three years old,
he was taken for a polio shot. After receiving
the immunization, he became paralyzed and
was diagnosed with that same disease.
Again, I waited for his plea for money. But
he did not ask for much. He just asked us to
share his story.
Musa is one of the many people who has
influenced me over the last few years. Meeting
him helped me understand a purpose for my
communication skills. It is for people like
Musa that I want to offer my time, expand
my cultural awareness and grow in wisdom.
I believe the world is filled with people
like Musa –– people who have a story to tell,
and a passion for sharing it; people who know
there are resources available for their current
condition, yet lack the ability to access them.
As I read about Nigerian schoolgirls
being kidnapped by Boko Haram, political
corruption in Venezuela and constant war
in the Middle East, I cannot help but think
about the individual people involved and what
their stories might be. I wonder if they are
like Musa: desperately hoping their stories
will be told.
After all, stories are influential. I believe
storytelling is the most effective way to change
the world, whether that be in print, speech,
photography or video. Reading, listening or
viewing a story from different perspectives,
cultures and political views can help a person
to more fully understand the people around
them, furthering their ability to effectively
influence the world they live in.
I believe this is our job as Christians. How
are we expected to share the gospel effectively
if we do not understand who it is we are
ministering to? This is a concern of mine that
grows each time meet a student who does not
know what is in the news, who refuses to learn
even the brevity of our political climate, and
who passes by a Bison staff member without
accepting a newspaper.
When we finished reading Musa’s story
at the Source Cafe, I thanked him for his
vulnerability. Musa said he used his experience
to minister and educate parents of children
with disabilities. This was his passion.
I was not sure what I could do to help him
directly, as I did not have the ability to stay
in Jinja and effectively help with his ministry
nor partner with him on a project. But I’m
thankful for the ability to share his story
in some form, so that maybe it will inspire,
motivate or change someone or in some way.

SAVANNA DISTEFANO is the editor-in-chief
for The Bison. She may be contacted at
sdistefano@harding.edu.
Twitter: vanna_distefano
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Where in the world is Amelia Earhart?
guest
writer
cayleigh thomas

A

melia Earhart’s bones were claimed to
have been found. I have been struggling
with that fact and here is why:
Amelia Earhart went missing on July 2,
1937, during her attempt to fly around the
world. She and her navigator, Fred Noonan,
were said to have gone missing after losing radio connection during the Pacific
Southwest leg of their journey, according
to Biography.com.
Like many others, I have been fascinated
by Earhart and Noonan’s disappearance. I
wrote my first research paper on Earhart,
and I secretly hoped I would find the missing
piece — I didn’t. Nevertheless, I became more
attuned to stories released about Earhart’s
disappearance.
Most stories did not prove anything; they
only came up with more theories. To me,
the most realistic theory describes Earhart

and Noonan surviving the plane crash and
becoming castaways on an island past their
targeted destination.
However, in July 2017, NPR released a
story about a researcher who believed he
found a photo of Earhart and Noonan from
Jaluit Island in the Pacific. I saw the story
and expected not to believe it, but instead I
saw Earhart and Noonan in the background
of the photo. Over the following days, I
thought more information would come out
about her disappearance — it didn’t.
Now, here we are, more than six months
later, and a forensic anthropologist claims
to have found Earhart’s bones.
According to CNN, the bones were
originally found on the Pacific island of
Nikumaroro and examined in 1941 where
they were determined to be male. Researcher
Richard Jantz re-examined the bones and
compared them with the lengths of Earhart’s
clothes and photos of her. Jantz concluded
that “the only documented person to whom
they may belong is Amelia Earhart.”
I should be ecstatic to hear that Earhart’s
bones have been found. But I simply cannot
accept it.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt spent $4

million searching for Earhart, and when he
gave up, her husband George Putnam spent
more. At the time, people speculated about
what happened and where she was, but few
searched for her.
If they had gone to where they thought
she was, I believe they would have found
her. Instead, they waited until at least four
years later when they initially found her
bones and then said they were not hers.
Now 80 years later, researchers say the
initial theories were right and Earhart has
likely been found.
Finding her bones should be celebrated
,and I think this has not felt like a victory.
Maybe it is because the theorists were right
and we are 80 years too late.
And where is Noonan?

CAYLEIGH THOMAS is a guest writer
for The Bison. She may be contacted
at cbirdwell@harding.edu.

What’s Your Opinion?
Want to write an opinion for The Bison? Contact Jaisa Hogue at
jhogue@harding.edu to voice your thoughts through The Bison Newspaper
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once congratulated Dr. Jack Ryan on a
fantastic Sing-A-Rama. It was a rookie
mistake. I was a first-year faculty member
— unfamiliar with all things Searcy — and
my sister had gone to David Lipscomb
University, our friendly rival in Nashville.
She had directed a club show back in the
80s in Sing-A-Rama, Lipscomb’s version
of Spring Sing. I had just gotten the two
mixed up.
Anyway, I soon realized the gravity of
my faux pas. Dr. Ryan gazed down at me
with a look of pity. He held one hand out
in front of his waist, and in that famously
booming voice, he announced, “Here is
Sing-A-Rama.” And he raised the other
hand above his head and said, slightly
louder, “And here is Spring Sing.” Then
he grinned, as if to say all was forgiven.
Spring Sing was Jack’s baby. In the 44
years he taught speech at Harding, he spent
34 of them directing and producing the
annual music extravaganza, which is now
in the capable hands of Steve and Dottie
Frye. The John H. Ryan trophy given to the
winning show is named after him. With
Dr. Ryan’s passing last week at the age of
86, Harding has lost one of its legends.
He had a wonderful sense of humor and
relished jokes — the cornier, the better.
He used to live near his former colleague
Bob Helsten, who was also famous for his
wit. They had many lively exchanges over
the years, and Jack especially loved to tell
one anecdote. He was once walking past
Dr. Helsten’s house, pushing his children
in a buggy. Bob had two vehicles parked
in the driveway, with all eight doors open
and the vacuuming going.
Jack yelled out, “Hey, Bob, are you airing
your cars?” Without missing a beat, Bob

michael
claxton

to stand up and sing along as he pounded
out the national anthem. As a veteran of
the Navy, he revered his country. Jack
was also passionate about children and
championed homes that served foster
families and kids.
It’s one of the unfortunate facts of
university life that, five years after you
retire, you are just a name to most current
and future students. But thank goodness
for Harding alumni, who all have their
own stories of Jack’s masterful teaching
and charming wit.
Before I go, I need to say something
about Miss Polly, who also died recently at
age 74. When my parents visited campus
a few years after I started working here,
I took them on a tour. As we got to the
cafeteria, I introduced them to Polly Smith,
who swiped ID cards at the door for over
25 years. “Don’t tell Dr. Burks,” I said, “but
this lady really runs the university.” She
just laughed, but for several generations
of students, Miss Polly was the friendly
face who greeted them day after day. Her
time at the university totaled 40 years. The
fondness many of you feel for Mrs. Norma
is just what alumni felt for her.
Both of these icons spent four decades
making Harding a better place. So, the
next time you go to the cafeteria, swipe
in a friend in honor of Miss Polly. And
when you take to the stage in Spring Sing
next week, put a little extra pizzazz in your
choreography for Jack.

answered, “Yes! Are you carting your heirs?”
Jack never minded being one-upped
by something truly clever. However, if you
tried to top him with something awful,
he always had the same response. Many
times he told me a bad joke, which I tried
to follow with a worse one. Once I asked
him if he had heard about the upholsterer
who got injured on the job. “Don’t worry,”
I said. “He’s completely recovered.”
Dr. Ryan sent me to my room.
Known as the “Voice of Harding,” Jack
Ryan had that authoritative, radio-announcer’s projection when he spoke. For years,
the intermission announcements during
Spring Sing were all in Jack’s voice. One
year, he did a parody of himself, making
each statement more ridiculous than the
next. I remember laughing when he said
the bathrooms were located in the lobby,
in the McInteer building, in the Student
Center, at Kroger, at Searcy Discount Tire
and at Wendy’s.
On a more serious note, it was a pleasure
to hear Dr. Ryan read scripture out loud.
A true perfectionist and a deeply reverent
man, he felt it a sacred duty to read the
Bible in public and always did so with
a clarity and conviction that made the
words breathe anew. He also loved the
piano and often “played for his supper” MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
at the Sunday buffet on campus. Once a writer for The Bison. He can be contacted
week, he would ask everyone in the room at mclaxto1@harding.edu.
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Freshman Too flies past competition

emily
faulkner

Walk
on up

The history of music in baseball
games can be traced back to 1918,
when “The Star- Spangled Banner”
was played at the beginning of
the World Series. Today, walk up
songs are something we do not give
a second thought to. They are just
another tradition of the ballgame.
Believe it or not, walk up songs
were only common for a few major
league players even 20 years ago.
Walk up songs are like an anthem. Although they are a very
small detail in the grand scheme of
things, often this detail can make
all of the difference. Especially if
you are a closer, a walk up song
can be a make or break factor, one
that captures your attention and
psyches you up when you make
your way to the plate, or one that
just doesn’t cut it.
It even becomes a part of your
identity, based on the song you
pick, the possibilities are endless.
According to the New York
Times, Nancy Faust is the person
credited with creating the walk up
song. Faust was the White Sox
organist for 41 years before she
retired in 2010. When Faust was
hired in 1970, she received a list
of players and their hometowns.
Faust then thought of the idea to
play each state song as the player
from that state walked to the plate
or mound.
Just a year later, the walk up song
was born. Faust used her talents
to instinctually play music when a
player would walk up to the plate,
often matching his personality.
In 1985, Texas Rangers and
former Dodgers pitcher Dave
Stewart was arrested on allegations
that he engaged in a lewd public
act with a transgender prostitute
named Lucille. During the next
game, Stewart played against the
White Sox. When he came out,
Faust started playing “You picked
a fine time to leave me Lucille” by
Kenny Rogers.
Faust went on to say that the
focus often turned to the players
and she didn’t even think they were
paying attention. It then morphed
into ‘What does the player want
to hear?’ The players wanted more
variety in their song options.
Today, we live in a world where
every single motion and aspect of the
game is picked apart. Everything is
analyzed, walk up songs included.
Players are praised for popular song
choices and shunned for poor ones.
The Harding baseball players
selected their own walk up songs,
as does nearly every single player of
the game today. Their three-game
series, starting today at 2 p.m. against
Southern Nazarene University in
Bethany, Oklahoma, will have
themed walk up songs. Game one
consists of Hispanic songs, game
two consists of hip-hop and game
three is instrumental.
Some songs on the list include
“Gasolina” by Daddy Yankee, “Duele
el Corazon” by Enrique Iglesias
ft. Wisin, “Right above it” by Lil
Wayne ft. Drake, “Hot in Herre”
by Nelly, “Donald Trump” by Mac
Miller, and “All the above” by Main
ft. T-pain, just to name a few.
To me, it is another unique aspect of how sports can bring people
together. Music can transcend so
many barriers. Something as little as
a walk up song can connect people.
Maybe you have no interest in
baseball or music. But it is interesting to think that in maybe 20
years, some aspect of the game will
be completely new. Who knows
what the next “walk up song” of
sports will be.
EMILY FAULKNER is the head
sports editor for The Bison.
She may be contacted at
efaulkner@harding.edu.
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Freshman Nehemia Too competes in the 3,000 meter race on March 10 in Pittsburg, Kansas. He finished second in this
race, and even though Too shattered school records, he is still looking to improve his time. Too will participate in his
first home meet tomorrow.
DUSTIN SCHANDEVEL
asst. sports editor
Steve Guymon, head track coach, was not sure what to expect when
he was told a high school student in Kenya was interested in running
for Harding. Guymon knew nothing about freshman Nehemia Too.
Based on recommendations from those close to the runner, Guymon
decided to sign him for the 2017-18 season. Due to the embassy
holding the runner back last fall, Too joined the track team in January
and had a mere two weeks before the first meet. Guymon quickly saw
how special Too was.
“Watching him run the first few weeks had me go, ‘Whoa, this
guy’s pretty good,’” Guymon said. “I think he’s one of the best runners
Harding will ever have. I think he can accomplish a lot of things.”
Too arrived at Harding in top physical shape due to extensive
training after his high school graduation. Too said that a promise he
made to Guymon kept him motivated to train back home.
“I promised coach that I would be the best athlete for him and take
him to nationals, and that’s what kept me working hard in Kenya,
because I knew I made a promise and I wanted to deliver that promise,” Too said. “I came to the U.S. to do my best and go to nationals.”
Guymon said that adding Too to the team was a good wake-up
call for his other runners to push themselves even harder.
“Runners get in slumps and may think they’re working hard when
they’re not, and all of a sudden a guy like Nehemia shows up and
they’re forced to try and keep up,” Guymon said. “I can see things
with the group that they’re running a little quicker than they used to
and their attitudes are different. He’s created a lot of pride with our
distance group and our team.”
Senior distance runner Lucas Goodspeed said that the sky is the
limit for Too during his college career.
“I don’t think we know how fast he can go,” Goodspeed said. “Every
race he’s ran so far, he’s finished really fast. Typically, that means that
there is something left at the end, so it’ll be interesting to see where
he goes from here over the next four years.”

Goodspeed saw a glimpse of how fast Too could be when he broke a
school record on March 10 at the NCAA Division II Indoor National
Championship in the 3,000 meters race. Too finished second with a
time of 8 minutes and 1.34 seconds, breaking the previous time by
five seconds. Guymon said he could not believe it.
“I wasn’t sure that 8:06 record would ever get broken because the
guy (Artur Kern) that held it was from Poland, and it may still be the
national record for Poland,” Guymon said. “If he would’ve finished
in the top eight, I would have been proud of that. What he did was
even beyond that.”
“I promised coach that I would be the best athlete for
him and take him to nationals, and that’s what kept me
working hard in Kenya, because I knew I made a promise
and I wanted to deliver that promise. I came to the U.S.
to do my best and go to nationals.”

-Freshman Nehemia Too
Although Too broke a school record, he said he was not content
with his performance.
“I’m not used to losing the game, so when I lose, I don’t feel very
comfortable,” Too said. “I know there’s something I have not done,
so I have to come back and correct that mistake.”
Too’s next opportunity to win came six days later at the Rhodes
Invitational in Memphis, Tennessee, his first outdoor meet. Too
continued to turn heads after he finished second in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase with a time of 9 minutes and 10.32 seconds, the fifth-fastest
time in Harding NCAA history. Guymon said that being on the same
page with Too will be key for their future together.
“I’m still learning what he can handle,” Guymon said. “I think he
thinks sometimes that I’m not giving him enough. He and I are in
the process of finding things out about each other so we can get to
that point and hopefully by outdoor nationals we’ll be at that point.”
Too will run his first home meet tomorrow, as Harding hosts the
Harding Invitational starting at 10 a.m.

Coaches come full circle for home meet
EMILY FAULKNER
head sports editor

A coach’s job is to instruct athletes in their respective sports.
However, an exceptional coach goes beyond what is expected and
helps athletes outside of practices, games and meets. For Mesa Allison, Steve Guymon and Don Hood are both exceptional coaches.
Guymon, head track and field coach, helped Mesa Allison, a
Harding alumnus find his dream job: the position of head cross
country and assistant track coach for LeTourneau University, which
will be competing in Searcy at tomorrow’s Harding invitational. In
addition, LeTourneau’s head track and field coach is Don Hood, who
previously ran against Guymon and has a daughter at Harding. It
is also the first year LeTourneau has had a track and field program.
The Harding Invitational will take place on Saturday, March 24
with five other teams. Rhodes College, Hendrix College, Southern
Arkansas University and Christian Brothers University will bring
teams, and William’s Baptist University will bring a partial team.
“Having a home meet gives the athletes the chance to showcase
their talents to their friends and families,” Guymon said. “I think
this is something the athletes definitely look forward to each year,
because we only have one home meet each year.”
Track and field meets are unique from other sporting events
because they host several schools. Hood said having meets against
other Christian schools provides good competition.

“To be good, we have to compete against good programs,” Hood
said. “Harding is a great school to compete against. It is just refreshing
to have clean competition.”
Hood said he is looking forward to growing the program at LeTourneau and through his connection with Guymon, has been able
to find the perfect fit for Allison.
“Mesa has a really positive attitude,” Hood said. “He is strong in
his faith, and he has fresh ideas to bring. Besides this, he is also a
very successful athlete.”
Allison, just having graduated in December, is looking forward to
the opportunity but also reflects back fondly on his time at Harding.
“For me, I am excited to be going to LeTourneau and the change,”
Allison said. “I’m OK with leaving here, but I will definitely miss
things about Harding.”
Allison said he will miss the Harding track team and the environment, but hopes to create the same atmosphere at LeTourneau.
He said he hopes to make it a second home, like Harding’s track
team was to him.
“Both coach Hood and coach Guymon are light hearted and always
able to lighten the mood,” Allison said. “They lead with joy. Both also
have the personality that everyone has a place on the team. I’m getting
a well-rounded aspect of what coaching in college should be like.”
Allison said both programs are very Christ-centered. Even though
he is moving on to the next chapter of his life, Harding will always
remain a special place for him.
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Men’s tennis
serves hot streak
STERLING MCMICHAEL | The Bison

Above: Sophomore Alejandro Sendra returns a shot against the 16th-ranked
Northwest Missouri State Bearcats in a doubles match on March 17 at the
Harding Tennis Courts. The Bisons defeated the Bearcats 5-4, the highest
ranked team Harding has defeated in men's tennis history.

Bisons continue dominant play
ZACH BISSELL
student writer

STERLING MCMICHAEL | The Bison

Sophomore Luis Tirado serves in a doubles match against the Northwest
Missouri State University Bearcats on March 17. Tirado and senior Carlos
Crisostomo won the match 8-6.

Since the beginning of the men’s tennis
season in early February, the Bisons have
continued to improve, adding a 5-4 win
against St. Edward’s University on March
11. The match against the Hilltoppers was
Harding’s first regionally ranked win of the
season. The Bisons won at a neutral site in
Texarkana, Texas.
“It’s probably the best win I’ve had
since I’ve been here,” head coach David
Redding said. “Hopefully that win will
propel us forward getting ready to start
our conference matches coming up. Every
team in our conference has been nationally
ranked, so we’re going to have to play hard
each match.”
NCAA Division II requires teams to play
a total of nine matches — three matches of
doubles and six matches of singles. A team
must win at least five matches to win. The
Bisons have six healthy players, meaning
all six must play both doubles and singles.
“We played the best doubles that we’ve
played all season long,” senior Carlos
Crisostomo said. “It was a very important
win and could be a season changer.”
Sophomore Alejandro Sendra secured
the first singles win for the Bisons after a
tough matchup.
“It was probably one of the toughest
matches I have ever played on hard court,”
Sendra said. “The other player was aggressive

HARDING
ATHLETES’
VIEWS ON
POP CULTURE

Eric Hansen
baseball

Mason McCord

softball

track

What is the last movie you
bought at a store?

“Good Will
Hunting.”

“Shrek: Forever
After.”

Who do you hope wins the
NCAA tournament
and why?

Purdue, because
my sister
goes there.

If you could create a sport
for Harding, what would
it be?
What are your thoughts on
Fortnite coming to the
App Store?

on the baseline, and it was notably windy,
so that made it even tougher. I was able to
be pretty consistent, and I think that was
the key to the match.”
Even though the team currently has
only six players due to injury, Redding sees
multiple strengths so far.
“We’re strong down through the lineup,
and the bond among the players is probably
the best that I’ve seen,” Redding said. “They
play for each other, not for themselves.”
Sendra recognized the impact his
teammates have on him when he talked
about his singles win.
“We all are very close, even though each
practice is a battle,” Sendra said. “We all
worked together as a team in doubles, and
my teammates’ support helped me get a
vital win in singles.”
The Bisons play three home meetings this
season. The first against Northwest Missouri
State is already under the team’s belt.
“This sport is so much about confidence,”
Crisostomo said. “A good match can change
everything, and this has motivated me to
work hard every day in order to play my
best tennis each time I walk on the court.”
The two remaining home meetings are
back-to-back on April 7 at noon and April
10 at 2 p.m. Conference play begins next
week with a matchup against the Oklahoma
Baptist Bison on March 28 in Shawnee,
Oklahoma. For more information on
upcoming matchups and current statistics,
visit www.hardingsports.com.

Lucas Goodspeed Connor Covington

Austin Nelson

track

track

“Bee Movie”
(Director’s Cut).

“Get Out.”

“Cool Hand Luke”
and “The Good,
The Bad and
The Ugly.”

Texas Tech,
because I am
from Texas and
hate the Aggies.

Texas Tech,
because they
throw tortillas at
football games.

Anyone but
Villanova.

Texas A&M.
Gig’em Aggies.

Fungo Golf.

Cow tipping; it
is my favorite
summer activity.

Bible Bowl:
America’s
Toughest Bible
Competition.

Jet ski racing.

Definitely a
croquet team.
That stuff
gets wild.

Indifferent.

I have already
signed up for a
personal invite.

Is it free?

My phone battery
is going to die
so quickly.

Shoot. Girls
thought their
boyfriends
ignored them.
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Ghost hunter combines haunts with history
LIFESTYLE
3B | Friday, March 23, 2018

YOVANI ARISMENDIZ
student writer

Each year during spring break students
go on mission trips, visit family and friends,
or work on projects and homework. However, for senior Eli Andrews, spring break
was an opportunity to go ghost hunting.
Andrews went to Alton, Illinois, to visit
a friend, but knowing that Alton is thought
to be one of the most haunted towns in
the country, Andrews researched haunted
places in the area beforehand and decided
to visit them.
“I figured as long as I am over here, I can
do a three-part story (on) a couple of urban
legends and haunted places,” Andrews said.
Andrews documented his visit to Alton
on his Instagram account called “Haunts
by Eli.” He focused on Alton’s civil war,
photographing an old military prison, a
monument and a cemetary.
He said he created the Instagram account
as part of an assignment for the multimedia
storytelling course during the fall of 2017
while he was studying abroad with Harding
University in England (HUE).
Jim Miller, chair of the Department of
Communication, was one of the professors

at HUE. He said the multimedia storytelling assignment consisted of creating
an Instagram account for students to tell
stories about England, particularly London.
“(The class) gave them the opportunity
to get to know aspects of London that they
would not otherwise get to know,” Miller
said. “Eli is a great writer (and a) very good
photographer. People are interested in the
things he photographs and writes about,
so this just gives him an outlet to tell some
interesting stories.”
Sophomore Camden Marshall, who
studied at HUE with Andrews, said she
visited haunted places with him a few times
and still reads about his haunts.
“It is interesting to learn about the history
of places. Even if (they are) not haunted,
learning something spooky happened there
or someone died there,” Marshall said. “It is
interesting (to) see how much research goes
into it and how well written his post are.”
Andrews said his attraction to the paranormal began when he was 10 years old.
He and a friend visited a supposedly
haunted bookstore near his school. As he
was looking around the store basement,
Andrews said he saw a man looking down
at him from the top of the stairs. Since then,
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The Highgate Cemetary in London is said to be the home of “The Highgate
Vampire,” according to senior Eli Andrews. Andrews created his Instagram
“Haunts By Eli” to post historical places with stories of supernatural activity.
he has been interested in haunted places.
“I like going into haunted places. I have
a fascination with it,” Andrews said. “I am
curious to see why people believe what they
believe about specific places, find out if there
is anything particularly special about those

places that would have lent themselves to
any haunted occasions or anything like that.”
Andrews said he would like to go back
to Iceland or Ireland to visit more haunted
places and continue telling stories to his
followers.
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Junior defensive lineman Tony Montez prays with the students of a local high school in Crownpoint, New Mexico, following a football camp on March 6.
Montez and 14 other football players held the four-day camp for the students as a part of their Spring break mission trip to work with the Navajo community.

Faith, families, football: A new take on spring break
DEANNA MYLES
student writer
RAIANNE MASON
features editor
For the past 20 years, Matthew
Schmitz, assistant director of admissions, has traveled to Crownpoint,
New Mexico, during his summer
vacation to work with the Navajo
community.
While there, he noticed the older
boys of the community had stopped
going to Vacation Bible School. In
order to re-engage those teenagers,
Schmitz and his team decided to host
a football camp for the high school
boys over spring break, in addition
to their work with the community.
On March 3, that goal became
a reality when their mission team
of 31 began the 24 hour drive to
New Mexico. The team consisted
of 15 Harding football players and
three families.

Junior long snapper Enoch
Williams said that, although the
composition of the mission team
was unusual, it was also beneficial.
“The families were great,” Williams said. “Because we were so far
from a big city, we cooked all of our
meals at the church building. The
ladies did a great job with all of our
meals and we greatly appreciated
them. I enjoyed getting to know
the dads, moms and kids from each
family. They played the biggest role
in the trip.”
Schmitz believed the trip was
an example of the way God can be
glorified through families.
“God can work through his people, of all different ages and talents,
together, to bring others closer to
him,” Schmitz said.
Loan counselor and financial
aid officer Heather Harrell, who
attended the trip with her family,
said the biggest project of the trip

“No matter how many times my
great grandfather got put down and
was told he needs to learn his place
... and that owning a business is not
a black man’s place, he still worked
hard to pursue his dreams — to get
his business started off the ground.”
During the program, Grant
described standing in front of a
mirror unable to understand how
her lighter-skinned mother thought
they looked similar.
“I have always been told that,
just because my skin is a little bit
darker, I’m not beautiful, and that
if you are black, the only way you
can be beautiful is if you are light
(skinned) with hazel eyes and
beautiful curly hair, and that’s not
true at all,” Grant said. “All black

is beautiful: every skin tone, every
shade. Everyone’s beautiful, and it
takes you a minute to accept that
when all your life you’ve been told
that’s not the case.”
Grant said she believes the BSA
has provided an avenue for black
students to effectively combat racial
stereotypes and share part of their
story with the rest of the student body.
“I feel like the relationship with
the black students and Harding is
getting a lot better, and we’re starting
that relationship that needs to be
there that wasn’t there in the past,”
Grant said. “We know we’re black,
and I feel like people want to skate
around that, but it’s what we are and
there is a very small percentage of
us on campus. … We would like to

was the football camp, but the team
also served in other capacities.

“Our group led the worship
services while we were there and
we had several Navajo young men
join us for that,” Harrell said. “The
Christian leadership of the men in
our group was truly a blessing.”
The team did several service
projects around the church such

as installing a new basketball goal,
installing a new church sign and
repairing their outdoor grill.
Head football coach Paul Simmons and his family also attended
the mission trip. Simmons and his
players led the football camp for the
high school students.
“We only had five guys on the first
day of camp because they weren’t in
school, but by the last day, we had
24 young men there,” Simmons
said. “Three of the four nights they
actually came back to the church and
we had a meal and played games.”
It was the fellowship after camp
each day that junior offensive lineman
Mills Bryant said he enjoyed most.
“My favorite part was having the
Navajo kids over to the church at night
and eating and playing games with
them,” Bryant said. “The fellowship
was great. God was working through
relationships and growing all of us.”
Harrell said she was impressed by

the way the football players interacted
with the students.
“Our group of guys did an amazing
job encouraging and speaking life
into these young men. They made
it clear that they were not there for
football alone, but to share the love
of Jesus,” Harrell said. “It was such
an encouragement to see our young
men boldly profess their faith to
these young Navajo men.”
Simmons, who only sees the players
in a competitive atmosphere, said
he was blown away by the players
efforts and desire to share their faith.
“Their boldness was super
encouraging (and) very inspiring,”
Simmons said. “The biggest thing
that I took back from that trip was
what a powerful voice our young men
have, how people really look at them
and listen to them. We really have
been given a large platform. We have
been given a voice and we need to
use it. We need to be bold with it.”

build with the faculty at Harding
and the students in general.”
During Black History Month,
senior and Student Association
(SA) video producer Jordan Huntley
filmed a series of videos in collaboration with the BSA, where he
interviewed black members to give
them a platform to discuss race in
the Harding community.
BSA students described the
common assumptions they hear
regularly because of the color of
their skin — a subject that Huntley
continues to wrestle with in light of
the Black Lives Matter movement
and discussions of police brutality.
Huntley recalled early memories
of his mother guiding him away
from black stereotypes.

“She said, ‘You can’t look like a
slob when you go outside, because
you will get profiled.’ ‘You can’t look
this certain way, you can’t look or talk
like this; you need to be respectful,’”
Huntley said. “I hate that she had to
say that, but she had to say that. And
I don’t want to say that to my kids.”
Huntley sought to give black
students a voice by featuring the
BSA in the series of videos, which
became a catalyst for a bigger
conversation. In light of the SA’s
theme, “Connect,” Huntley saw
Black History Month as the perfect
time to connect the BSA with the
student body as a whole and to have
a moment of transparency in the
conversation about race.
“I’m literally just trying to inform

(students) on misconceptions that
you may have about us, because you
don’t know. And the things you say,
because you don’t know, are hurtful
to us,” Huntley said. “I want people to learn something new about
something they didn’t know before
and be more adept to listening and
hearing.”
O verall, Huntley has been
satisfied with the work the SA
multimedia team has produced,
largely due to the content of their
messages.
“I’m learning along with them,
and when I make these videos, my
goal is to spark a curiosity,” Huntley
said. “I got to make videos about
Black History Month and have a
conversation — that’s all I want.”

“The biggest thing that
I took back from that
trip was what a powerful
voice our young men
have, how people really
look at them and listen
to them. We really have
been given a large
platform. We have been
given a voice and we
need to use it.”

- Paul Simmons
Head football coach

Black History, continued from 1A
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Buff on a Shelf

During school breaks, stuffed
mascot takes to social media
MATY BAIN
student writer
During Christmas break,
Harding mascot Buff the
Bison’s secret adventures
were brought to life for the
first time through a series of
poetic narrative rhymes on
social media. The creators of
the stories and photographs,
director of digital media
Hannah Owens and photo
research assistant Abby Tran,
perfectly capture what it is
like to be lonely on an empty
college campus.
“During temporary breaks
from school, I’ve always wanted
to be a little more creative
with our social media content,
because I always thought
people had more time to
engage with it,” Owens said.
“I wanted my goals to be more
about people rather than the
likes, comments or shares
those individuals represent.
I wanted to make people feel
something positive and to go
on an adventure together.”
Inspired by the infamous
Elf on a Shelf, Owens wanted to use a similar concept
for Harding’s social media
audience. And thus, with
much contemplation, Buff ’s
journey began.

“I had to decide what
the point of all of it was. We
couldn’t photograph him all
over campus without having
a reason for him being there,”
Owens said.
While brainstorming,
Owens said she and Tran
talked about Buff as if he was
real, in order to be as realistic
as possible in their coverage
of his adventure.

“He didn’t want
to sit around and
miss all of the fun.
So, he took off on
another venture —
a new journey had
begun.”
- @HardingU
“As far as knowing what
Buff needed to do in the first
story over Christmas, we knew
that he needed to wander, like
this was his very first time
off of his shelf, and he didn’t
know where anything was,”
Tran said.
So wander Buff did. His
first adventure began Dec.
17 and continued through
Christmas Day. Along the
way, Buff encountered new
friends who helped him on
his journey. In the first edition,
Buff met junior Matt Dalton

Photos courtesy of ABBY TRAN
Buff the Bison travels around campus during spring break. Buff creators Hannah Owens and Abby Tran
capture the stuffed Bison’s adventures and post the images with short poems on social media.
After the first adventure, the impacts of small acts of Buff may just leave his shelf
who ran into Tran while she
was taking some photos of Owens decided to have an- service in a big world. Tran once again very soon,” OwBuff. She asked if he would other, but with a twist.
said their idea was to talk ens said.
be willing to help.
“I want each (story) to have about how easy it is to feel
Where will Buff journey
“We just took two — one its own angle or purpose,” like you do not do enough to next? Follow @HardingU
on the Benson steps where I Owens said. “That makes the because there is so much bad on Twitter, @hardingunivertalked to Buff about life and content meaningful.”
in the world. But in the end, sity on Instagram or search
one in front of the Stu, where
Buff ’s most recent adven- little changes can add up to #buffonashelf to catch up with
I pointed him towards the ture during Spring break was make a big difference.
Buff and find out what parts
Caf ... I would have shared about being in the mindset of
“If people keep responding of campus he will travel to
my DCB,” Dalton said.
service, and he learned about as positively to these stories, and what lessons he will learn.

Gospel singer visits Searcy on Journey of Faith tour
EMILY NICKS
student writer

Southern gospel singer David
Phelps will perform at Trinity Baptist
Church today as part of his Journey
of Faith tour. The singer has won
multiple awards and performed
with Gaither Vocal Band for over
15 years before focusing on his
solo career.
Randy Cross, worship arts and
assimilation minister at Trinity
Baptist, said he hopes Harding
students will see the value in attending the concert.
“This concert is going to be

surprising to Harding students in
the fact that, while he is a southern
gospel artist, his songs resonate with
students of all ages,” Cross said.
“They would absolutely love to see
a a large group of college students
at the show. That is their heart’s
desire as a tour right now.”
Phelps has been performing
gospel music for over two decades.
Sharyl Holst, administrative assistant
for graduate studies, said, while she
would not consider herself an avid
fan of Phelps, she does feel the
positive power in his music.
“I first heard of him when his song
‘End of the Beginning’ was released

and my daughter was small,” Holst
said. “The song would end and we
would hit repeat and listen through
again. This was a particularly hard
time in my life and music played
a huge role throughout my day in
helping me focus on Jesus and not
myself and my problems.”
Sophomore Nicholas Scott is
a congregation member of Trinity
Baptist Church and is involved
with the church’s music ministry.
He said Cross asked him to reach
out to his social club Chi Sigma
Alpha to recruit volunteers to help
the band pack up equipment at
the end of the night. According to

Scott, several members of the club
plan on helping the band with the
load-out.

“The song would end and
we would hit repeat and
listen through again.”
- Sharyl Holst
Administrative assistant
for graduate studies
“I’m looking forward to it,” Scott
said. “Although I don’t get to work
with my club brothers very much,
I enjoy doing so. Getting to serve
my church congregation and serve
with my club brothers is an exciting

opportunity.”
There are several ticket options
for the concert, but Cross suggested
coming directly to the church office
to purchase a general admission ticket
for $20, which is a $5 discount from
online sales. The concert begins at 7
p.m., with doors opening at 6 p.m.
“I would encourage anyone to
find good music that is uplifting to
their heart and helps them worship
our Creator God,” Holst said. “Feed
your soul with what can be uplifting,
what can help you get your eyes off
of yourself and life’s problems and
toward Jesus, the one who truly
cares about you and your problems.”

Snapchat update receives criticism from users, celebs

The old Snapchat can’t come to the phone right now. Why? Oh, because it’s dead.
BOWMAN JOHNSON
student writer
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In February, Snapchat released
an update that significantly changed
the app’s design and navigation.
Before the app was updated,
user “snaps,” direct video and
photo messages, were located on
the “Friends” page and “stories,”
videos and photos visible to a user’s
friends on the app, could be found
on the “Discover” page. Now, stories
are located on the “Friends” page
alongside snaps. For some, the app
updated automatically, whereas
others updated the application
themselves.
Snapchat ’s update received
criticism from users, even from its
more famous users such as reality star
Kylie Jenner. After Jenner tweeted
her criticism, SNAP’s stocks plunged
with a loss of around $1.3 billion in
market value, according to CNN.

Junior Taryn Foster is one of
many who preferred Snapchat
before the update.
“There are just things about
(Snapchat) that make it difficult
and inconvenient to use,” Foster
said. “I’m not a fan of stories and
snaps being on the same page; it
makes it inconvenient if you just
want to see stories.”
Foster said that she has recently
gotten used to the update, but still
finds it challenging to navigate
the app.
“On the ‘Discover’ page, I want
to look for a specific story, and many
times I cannot find it,” Foster said.
“I often forget where something is.”
Shortly after the update was
released, Snapchat user Nic Rumsey started a Change.org petition
asking the app to return to its
previous design. Rumsey’s petition
received over a million signatures.
In response, Snapchat released a

Fresh new take on hibachi opens in Searcy
HALEY HOOD
student writer

Searcy has something brand new to offer for
lovers of hibachi. A new Japanese restaurant,
Dora Hibachi Express, opened on Feb. 13,
and is the second venture by Dora Express.
Their first restaurant is located in Batesville,
Arkansas, and has been open for one year. It
was so well-received that the owners decided
to expand and open a new restaurant in Searcy.
Dora Hibachi Express is managed by Ben
Ilrmansyah. He said he is excited to serve Harding
students at the Searcy location. According to
Ilrmansyah, students who bring in their Harding
IDs can receive 10 percent off their meals.

Sophomore Tanner Johnston and junior Madi
Maguffee dined at Dora Hibachi Express the
first week it was open. Johnston and Maguffee
found out about the new restaurant from their
small group leader, Brent Wilson.
“Mr. Wilson knew we really liked Japanese
hibachi and told us that there is a new hibachi
restaurant in town just to the right of Mi Pueblito
Mexican Restaurant,” Maguffee said.
The restaurant is not a typical hibachi grill.
The food is not prepared on a grill in front of
you. Instead, it is prepared in the back of the
restaurant in a food truck. The freshly prepared
food is then quickly delivered to your table.
Johnston ordered the chicken hibachi, and
Maguffee ordered the vegetable hibachi. They

said the meals were so delicious that they have
already visited a second time and ordered the
same meals.
“The atmosphere does not feel like a traditional hibachi restaurant,” Maguffee said. “It has
a casual sit down feel. The food was amazing.”
“The manager was very kind to us, and our
meal took only 10 minutes to prepare,” Johnston
said. “It was every bit as good as Fuji’s and maybe
even better. It is not just the food that is good,
the prices are great too.”
Those interested in trying Dora Hibachi
Express can visit at 1516 E. Race Street. The
restaraunt is open every day from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. and 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Remember to take your
Harding ID to secure the 10 percent discount.

statement on Change.org which
stated the update will remain in
an effort to allow users to connect
with other users more easily.
“I don’t understand why Snapchat
chose this for their new update,
but they changed it for a reason,”
junior Emily Parker said. “It would
be a lot of work to regress back at
this point.”
In a statement on Change.org,
Snapchat said they would introduce
tabs in the “Friends” and “Discover” pages in order to improve
navigational challenges users felt
came from the update. Parker said
that she would like another update
from Snapchat, but one that returns
the app to format before the most
recent update.

